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In 1985, in an apparent oversight by some censor at the Pentagon, the name “Aurora” had appeared 

on a budget request along with the R-71 and (still in use) U-2.  The following year, its financial 

appropriation was 8 million dollars.  The year after that, it jumped to more than 2 BILLION before 

disappearing from sight.  While the term was later said to refer to the B-2 bomber, the Federation of 

American Scientists (http://www.fas.org/) -- a private anti-secrecy organization in Washington, DC -- 

concluded that during the 1980s the Government had spent between 10-and-15 billion dollars on this 

program (plus two other line-item projects referred to as “special updates”).  For that amount, FAS 

military analyst John Pike believed only one or two prototypes had been built, though Bill Sweetman -- 

author of a book on the Aurora -- guessed at a maximum of 10-or-20. 

 

Darlington forwarded his book with a summary of what he considers to be viewpoints from 

“ostensibly more level-headed researchers [than the ones normally making headlines]”.  The popular 

intelligence has always been that alien corpses and technology from Roswell are being housed at Area-

51.  According to Darlington’s sources, this claim is ‘false’.  The discs came not from Roswell but from 

a crash near Kingman, Arizona.  And they’ve been housed not at Groom [Area-51] but at Papoose 

Lake, also known as Area S-4.  {Actually there is little likelihood that the material is even at S-4 

anymore, now that so much attention has been directed to that region.}  Since 1953, a satellite 

government outside the control of Washington, DC has pursued this matter in a secret program (which 

may or may not be descended from the fabled “Majestic-12” committee, allegedly mandated by 

President Truman) headquartered at Los Alamos, New Mexico, directed in part by Dr. Edward Teller 

and created by then-Vice President Richard Nixon. 

 

Moreover, this program has been conducted not by our species alone but with the limited 

cooperation of extraterrestrial biological entities (“EBEs”) from the Zeta Reticuli star system who, 

incidentally, are not slimy-and-reptilian but answer to the classic description of the “typical” gray alien: 

hairless and roughly 4-feet tall with big, dark, wrap-around eyes.  For reasons not yet fully explained, 

these beings have a pressing need for the element Boron, which is found throughout the American 

Southwest.  This fact -- together with the concentration of top-secret military facilities in that part of the 

country -- partly explains why so much UFO activity has been reported there.  There is some speculation 

that a deal was struck between the visitors and the U.S. Government, allowing the extraction of Boron in 

exchange for advanced technology.  But this allegation extends beyond the knowledge of Darlington’s 

sources.  Neither can they confirm or deny the existence of underground installations linked by an 

extensive tunnel system. 

 

Aside from flying saucers, at least 8 other secret projects were thought to be under way at Area-51.  

In addition to the Aurora, they included: 
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● a flying wing referred to as the TR-3A & TR-3B “Black Manta” (a high-altitude 

reconnaissance platform operating in tandem with the F-117) allegedly manufactured by 

Northrop-Grumman 

● the diamond-shaped “Pumpkin Seed”(a quiet, low-observable attack plane able to fly at both 

high and low ground-hugging speeds while carrying a scad of miniature warheads) 

● an air-launched, hypersonic, highly maneuverable glide weapon 

● a double-delta-shaped, vertical-takeoff-and-landing craft for special operations forces 

● a number of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), variously outfitted with microwave, 

electromagnetic pulse, radiation-confusion, and anti-nuclear-proliferation equipment and 

guided weapons 

● and a long-rumored stealth technology demonstrator and precursor to the B-2 bomber 

(reportedly capable of flying along the forward edge of battle without being detected on 

radar while relaying reconnaissance back to a command center and scrambling incoming 

electronic signals to confuse the enemy), nicknamed “Shamu” because of its resemblance to 

a killer whale at Sea World. 

 

Most if not all of this alleged activity was funded via the notorious Black Budget -- the 

Government’s $30-plus billion secret fund [1996 dollars] for military and intelligence spending.  This 

fiscal subterfuge is achieved through thousands of deletions and false line items in the budgets for such 

activities, identified through acronyms or code names or as “Special Access Programs” (SAP).  The only 

informed authorities are individual members of House and Senate committees who have a “need to 

know”.  The programs are thus IMMUNE from Congressional debate or oversight with not only the 

projects themselves but also their funding figures kept hidden from taxpayers.  The secret sums can be 

estimated, though, by subtracting the amount of unclassified funds from the total budget. 

 

This policy (which was born with the CIA Act of 1949) exists in obvious violation of the U.S. 

Constitution (Article I, Section 9, Clause 7), which states that “No money shall be drawn from the 

Treasury but in consequence of appropriations made by law; and a regular statement and account of the 

receipts and expenditures of all public money shall be published from time to time.”  As a result, at 

intervals over the last 20 year, various oversight and investigatory commissions have tried to at least 

bring the financial sleight-of-hand to an end. 

 

But the mantra of “National Security” has always held sway.  And with the inauguration, of Ronald 

Reagan the urge for reform effectively vanished.  In Blank Check (his book about the Black Budget), 

Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter Tim Weiner revealed that during the 1980s the Pentagon’s classified 

spending for research-and-development increased 16-fold (from $627 million to $10.27 billion) with the 

total clandestine government outlay increasing 800 percent to $36 billion.  "Bigger than the federal 

budget for transportation or agriculture, twice the cost of the Education Department, and 8 times more 

expensive than the Environmental Protection Agency.  It was bigger than the military budget of any 

nation in the world except the Soviet Union.” 

 

Glenn Campbell told Darlington, “The stories I hear from inside the test site aren’t about the Aurora 

or Stealth.  They’re about waste and mismanagement, and people spending years on programs that 

never work or get used.  Most companies don’t enjoy the privilege of keeping their operations secret.  

But it turns out that the military does.  So there’s no way to find out if our tax dollars are being spent 

wisely.”  This problem has of course been illustrated again-and-again from toilet seats in the Pentagon to 

the 2-billion-dollar B-2 stealth bomber (which skyrocketed from $400 million as its cost was concealed 

from Congress) to the National Reconnaissance Organization, which in 1996 was revealed to have 
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amassed some $4 billion unsupervised dollars through “excessive secrecy, financial incompetence and a 

lack of accountability” according to senior intelligence officials. 

 

Another military expert and close friend of John Andrews, Jim Goodall said “I’ve known about 

Groom Lake forever.  I’ve interviewed people who have been there continuously since 1954 – pilots, 

flight-test people, technical people.  Area-51 is the most highly classified military facility you’ll find in 

this country.  If you’re in any branch of the Department of Defense, you cannot refer to Groom Lake, 

Area-51, Dreamland, or anything … period!  It doesn’t exist.  It’s a no-man’s land.  The AWACs 

aircraft who fly out from Red Flag exercises refer to it as Elvis’s House – as in ‘Elvis is not home’.” 

 

“Anyone in Red Flag knows that if you fly into the 'Box', you’re in deep shit.  Especially if you do it 

on purpose.  I heard about one EF-111 pilot – a full colonel, commander of the 390
th

 Tactical Fighter 

Squadron out of Mountain Home, Idaho – who decided he was going to take a shortcut while he was 

leading a Red Flag exercise.  He purposely cut the corner of the Box.  And before he landed at Mountain 

Home Air Force Base – which wasn’t that far away in flying time – he was fired and his Air Force 

career was down the shitter.  Another time, an F-105 pilot who’d lost an engine decided that – rather 

than eject from a two-and-a-half-million-dollar airplane – he’d land on the runway at Groom Lake.  

Before the aircraft came to a stop, he was surrounded by vehicles and guards with their guns drawn.  

They put him in a van with no windows, put a bag over his head, drove him to a building, closed the 

door behind him, and debriefed-and-interrogated the guy for 5 or 6 hours.  After they were assured that 

(1) he didn’t see anything and (2) they’d put the fear of God into the poor son-of-a-bitch, they put him in 

another van with a bag over his head and drove him up through the Test Site (he could tell because it 

was a paved road and that’s the only paved road out there) to U.S. 95 and Nellis where he was 

interrogated and debriefed for 3 days.” 

 

“Another friend of mine -- who’s a hell-of-a pilot! -- was flying a B-52 in a Red Flag exercise.  And 

to avoid a midair collision with a Canadian CF-18 Hornet, he had to veer off to the north.  He knew he 

had come close to the southeast corner of Area-51, but he didn’t think he penetrated the airspace.  When 

he landed at Nellis, 2 staff cars and 2 vans were waiting for him.  Under direct order from the base 

commander, he went in one vehicle and his copilot in another.  They were briefed and debriefed for 4 

hours.  They asked him ‘Did you know that you cut the corner of the Box?’  He said he’d thought he was 

still a half-mile out, and he made those maneuvers to avoid a midair collision.  They said ‘Our laser 

rangefinder had you 500-600 years inside the Box.’  He didn’t get in trouble but he got his butt 

chewed.” 

 

“Area-51 is so sensitive – they want to protect the security of the place so strongly – that an 

operational unit could not effectively operate out of there.  As soon as any airplane is out of its initial 

flight test phase and declared an operational asset, it moves over to the Tonopah Test Range.  That’s 

what they did with the F-117 stealth fighter.  It was first flown and flight-tested at Area-51.  Then when 

it started being turned over to the Air Force, they moved the operational squadrons to the TTR. 

 

"It wasn’t even until the early 80’s that they got an 800-telephone number at Groom Lake.  I know 

the guy who was responsible for putting the phones in.  They change it on a regular basis.  But in an 

emergency, the only way your family could get hold of you is to call this unpublished number.  It’s 

called the ‘Hello phone' because when it rings, all the person on the other end says is ‘Hello’. 

 

"One time a lieutenant colonel at Edwards Air Force base called this number without knowing what 

it was.  He had it on a piece-of-paper or something.  The guy at the other end said, ‘Hello.’  The colonel 

said, ‘Who is this?’  The guy said, ‘Who would you like to speak to?  I will put you in contact with that 

person.’  ‘This is Colonel so-and-so.  I want to know why you aren’t identifying yourself.’  ‘Sir, you 

made the telephone call.  Who do you want to speak to?  I will put you in contact with that person.’  ‘I 
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want to know who you are.’  ‘Sir, I’m hanging up.’  The colonel called back right away and demanded 

the guy’s name, rank, serial number, and name of his organization.  The guy hung up again.  15 minutes 

later, someone from the Air Force Office of Special Investigations was in that colonel’s office saying, 

‘Colonel, you’re coming with me.  You called a number you had no authorization to call.’" 

 

“90 percent of what goes on in the classified world has no reason to be classified,” said Goodall.  

“It’s classified for administrative purposes; or because they screwed-up and didn’t want anyone to know 

it; or because they wanted to hide the funding from the bean counters.” 

 

“Some highly placed people in the aviation industry are pretty upset about the level of security,” said 

John Andrews.  By way of corroboration, he went to his desk and pulled out an excerpt from a Popular 

Science interview that Stuart Brown had done with Lockheed Skunk Work’s director Ben Rich.  “The 

secrecy business is a bureaucracy,” Rich declared.  “They use security (first) to protect their jobs.  

Second, to protect budgets – and that’s wrong  … if you become too loose with it, you make 

everything secret.  And that’s bad!  It’s an abuse of power.” 
 

“The whole secrecy business bothered Ben,” Andrews continued.  “It’s a hell-of-a way to build 

things.  It costs a lot of money and it slows things up.  But the Air Force was one of Ben’s clients.  

There’s a need to have good weapons systems being developed at all times.  But unfortunately as 

Colonel Leo Olsen said, ‘We have to keep these programs out-of-sight of Congress, because there are 

people in Congress who would kill them immediately if they knew about them.’  We elect 

Congresspeople to guard our money.  But the military says we have to hide these things from them.” 

 

“$13-to-15 billion dollars [1990 dollars] of research per year is being controlled by a handful of 

people who are NOT accountable to anybody for Black Budget line items that you and I and 99 percent 

of Congress will never see,” said Goodall.  “Bill Sweetman figured that $15-to-18 billion dollars was for 

the Air Force, not counting other Black programs.  Now if you are a full colonel or GS-14, and you 

control the purse strings to $15-billion dollars’ worth of R&D technology and manufacturing 

capabilities -- and you’re NOT accountable to anybody -- then you’re a real powerful person.  You have 

almost as much power and prestige as Bill Gates.” 

 

“[One of the things] that bothers me about Area-51 is that a camouflage dude in a white Jeep 

Cherokee can come up to you; shoot you in cold blood; drag your butt a quarter-of-a-mile inside the 

perimeter of the base; and throw it out where the buzzards can get to you.  And there isn’t a government 

agency or law-enforcement agency in this country that has the authority to go in there and get your 

body. 

 

"Even if they could, there’s no one who can be held accountable because the place doesn’t officially 

exist.  You might as well be on Mars.  The whole World knows about this place.  My photographs have 

been viewed by millions of people.  Under the Open Skies Treaty, 24 countries -- including our former 

enemies China and Russia -- have the ability to once-a-year overly ANY military facility owned by the 

U.S. Government.  Including Area-51.  We even provide the airplane.  They use an old OC-135-B 

stationed at Offut AFB in Omaha, Nebraska.  But can the American taxpayer go along for the ride or get 

a photograph taken by that airplane?  Hell, NO!  We the taxpayers own the facility, yet we have no 

access to it because our ‘government’ won’t admit that it exists.” 

 

“There are people within our government -- such as the Secretary of the Air Force or the Secretary of 

Defense -- who seem very afraid to talk about Area-51,” said Andrews.  “At a time when we’re talking 

about decreasing the military and getting those funds under control, something’s very wrong about that.” 
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Another credible researcher who has retired and taken up residency outside the base is Chuck 

Clark.  He was in the military and developed chemical weapons in Utah and attack helicopters in 

Alabama.  He admitted to a high-level security clearance when he was on active duty. 

 

When he was 11 years, he and his friends witnessed an impromptu event during a back-yard baseball 

game.  Two F-89 Scorpion jet fighters came out to intercept a triangle of 9 small objects.  Each time the 

jets appeared to get close, the triangle-of-9 broke up into 3 triangles-of-three.  Two of the triangles 

placed themselves opposite each side of the tail of one of the fighters, and the other triangle circled back 

and got next to the tail of the other one.  This cat-and-mouse game continued until the jets finally ran 

low on fuel.  From then on, Clark read everything he could that was at least semi-serious about UFOs.  

He talked off-the-record to career Air Force officers – generals and colonels – and it amazed him how 

lightly they took the subject.  They would say, ‘Oh sure, there are UFOs.  We know all about ‘em.’ 

 

Clark said for his first 8-or-9 months at Rachel, he didn’t see anything unusual.  But 3-or -4 times 

since then, he’s seen such amazing stuff that was absolutely unconventional.  Yellow or orange lights, 

quite bright -- as big as Venus -- would appear or disappear or make 120-degree sharp turns with no 

deceleration.  Or go from a motionless hover and then streak off at tremendous speed … only to stop 

instantly.  “The Government is definitely experimenting with something that doesn’t fall within our 

general understanding of physics out there.  I don’t think it’s necessarily extraterrestrial, though.  I think 

it’s just as likely -- if not more so -- that the source of these things is a parallel dimension right here.  

It’s possible that UFOs travel between dimensions rather than between stars.  That would explain why 

they ‘blink’ on-and-off, just like adjusting from one frequency to another.  They may be doing that 

without even moving. 

 

“And they’re hiding it from the general public, though they changed the game about a year-and-a-

half ago.  It used to be that -- on Wednesday nights -- if they were aware of somebody out there, they’d 

get the stuff down below the hills.  Now they seem to be deliberately showing it to isolated groups of 

people.  They fly things all week long.  They’re covertly telling us a little bit on what’s going on.  And I 

get the impression it’s the people they’re testing now -- not the technology.  They’ve got the technology 

down." 

 

“How to people tend to react?” 

 

“Among people watching from the road, I’ve seen a mix of curiosity, fascination, and terror.  I’ve 

seen some people scare out-of-their-wits.  Lately, between 33-and-50 percent of the people have 

freaked.  That’s way too high.” 

 

“For what?” 

 

“For it to be revealed to the general public.” 

 

“I don’t know anybody who’s ever seen an alien.  But I know 2 people who have touched a disc.  

The first one wasn’t her, but at the Tonopah Test Range 5 years ago.  They brought out 5 guys who had 

the highest clearance and had each one touch it.  Then they were backed up about 30 feet to look at it.  

And it vanished right before their eyes!  As soon as it disappeared, they were walked through the spot it 

had occupied.  Then they sent them back to 51.  It was a psychological experiment and they were the 

guinea pigs. 

 

"Another guy touched a disc in an underground hangar out here.  When I talked to him, he had no 

clue that I knew anything about Area-51.  I met him at a shuttle landing at Edwards and he brought it up.  

He was a hydraulics technician.  He was looking for something on one compartment and went into a 
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different one where he saw this disc hovering 3 feet off-the-floor, making no sound .. no hum .. no 

nothing.  He said it felt like plastic, although it looked like tarnished metal.  He was surprised to find 

that it was room temperature.  He could move it back-and-forth with one finger, but couldn’t even rock 

it up-and-down.  Then he got the hell out of there and back to where he was supposed to be.  I don’t 

think I would’ve even touched it if it were me. 

 

“He was a civilian contractor for Lockheed.  But I don’t think any one company or agency has 

control there.  It’s a cooperative effort.  The Air Force has the runway, the tower operations, and the 

security operations.  The Navy has more of the R&D.  When you consider that ¾ of the planet is 

covered by water, they need a big presence on the surface and in the air.  I suspect that the Navy is the 

biggest player at Groom Lake plus maybe some other department we haven’t heard of.  As far as the 

contractors go, I think most are paid by the Navy [as Lazar claimed he was] or companies like Bechtel 

(which seems to be surpassing EG&G).  For the normal congressional programs, that is.  A lot of the 

money there doesn’t ever see Congress.  I think they get most of their funds through other-than-normal 

channels. That’s why they keep it so secret.  I don’t think anybody would have had trouble with it if 

they’d just said, ‘Yes, we have a secret base.  But stay away because it interferes and costs us money.’  

But I suspect they’re getting a lot of CIA money -- maybe their drug money -- and that’s why its 

existence is being denied.” 

 

Professional civil engineer Tom Mahood (see doc   pdf   URL  ) retired from his job to get his masters 

in physics.  He has rubbed shoulders with some notables in the field including laser physicist Dr. Hal 

Puthoff who founded institutes for remote-viewing and is pursuing “Zero-Point (Free) Energy” R&D.  

Darlington also labels Mahood as amateur detective extraordinaire.  Tom achieved notoriety when he 

exposed several flaws in Lazar’s background and story.  He has also investigated other principles in the 

UFO field.  Tom himself has come under attack for seeming to always criticize everything and never 

believing in something.  But you need people like Tom to serve as a good sounding board for filtering-

out as much nonsense as you can before you start a time-consuming investigation.  But that makes this 

Mahood revelation to Darlington all the more noteworthy. 

 

In scrutinizing maps of the Nellis Range, Mahood’s attention had been caught by a place called 

Area-19.  “It was added to the Test Site in 1962 to accommodate underground testing.  Press tours can 

get almost anywhere, but not there.  If you want to pinpoint the most remote area of the Test Site, that’s 

pretty much it.  It’s right in the middle of the Nellis Complex.  But if you look at maps, there’s a power 

line from Highway 95 that ends at a double ring of roads in Area-19.” 

 

Mahood said he knew an airline pilot who used to fly the commercial route between Las Vegas and 

Salt Lake City.  “This guy was a scanner buff and he had friends who piloted Janet 737s into Groom 

lake and the Tonopah Test Range.  But they told him they also flew ‘somewhere else’ in the Nellis 

Range that had an ‘invisible’ 8,000-foot runway.  I call it the ‘Cheshire Runway’.  It was disguised to 

look like the desert.  But at the last minute, they’d turn on sprinklers and wet it so that you could see it.  

Before going in, they had to get clearance to make sure no Soviet satellites were overhead.  When they 

landed. they couldn’t linger.  But they saw people going into buildings that were disguised to look like 

hills. 

 

“When I asked this guy where the runway was on the Las Vegas sectional map, he pointed to where 

that power line ends in Area-19.  Mark Farmer has a friend who worked at the Test Site.  When we 

asked him about Area-19, he just smiled and wouldn’t say a word.  I’ve talked to other people who were 

driving up there and got stopped by guards.  But apparently even the Test Site doesn’t know what’s 

going on there.  Paul McGinniss (who runs an anti-secrecy Web page) did a Freedom of Information Act 

request and found out the Area-19 is controlled by the Defense Nuclear Agency.  The Test Site doesn’t 

even know what classified programs are there.  On the jurisdictional map, though, Area-19 is controlled 
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by Los Alamos.  And a number of people -- including Ben Rich -- have said that Los Alamos is the 

place that would handle UFOs. 

 

“This is where we start getting into some pretty wild stuff,” Tom said.  "I have a contact from the 

Internet who used to be a contract engineer for the CIA.  He was also in Vietnam and the Reagan White 

house.  He’s a ‘spook’, basically.  Well, he decided that he wanted to build an electromagnetic radiation 

detector for UFOs.  But to do it, he needed to find out the correct frequencies.  He got in touch with a 

woman who’d spoke on-the-radio about that exact topic.  And when he had lunch with her, he found out 

that she was a remote-viewer.” 

 

Remote-viewing is a form of extrasensory perception that was extensively researched by the CIA in 

the 1970s and is still practiced by covert groups in many countries.  At the direction of the CIA, the 

Stanford Research Institute (under the auspices of Dr. Hal Puthoff) conducted experiments with people 

who were reportedly able to transport themselves mentally to distant spots and report what they say with 

surprising accuracy.  The military version of the CIA -- the DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) -- 

improved the training protocols at the Monroe Institute in Virginia.  Sometimes referred to as “psychic 

warfare”, the practice has been written up in such respected scientific publications as the international 

peer review British journal Nature. 

 

“The woman said she’d been hired as a consultant by a certain aerospace firm,” said Mahood.  

“They gave her a couple of geographical coordinates.  And when she ‘went’ there, she saw this 

gleaming underground lab.  Then a door opened and out came a gray Alien.  The thing that really 

disturbed her, though, was that the Alien could see HER (in her 'out-of-body' state)!  It went back 

through the door.  Then some more aliens came out and stared at her.  In all her remote-viewing 

experience, she said that no subject had ever been able to detect her before [although the Soviets 

reportedly have developed an electronic alarm that signals the presence of a ‘viewer’]. 

 

"She decided to ‘get out of there’.  But when she did, she said that they apparently able to track her.  

She started having computer break-ins and all this other weird stuff happen.  The best part is when she 

reported what she’d seen to the company that hired her, they said ‘Yes, that’s just what we expected.  

Thank you very much.’ ”  [StealthSkater note:  This does not necessarily mean that the alien she 

'viewed' actually existed.  There are reports of "memory screen implants" which can distort or 

alter an R-V 'view'.  The company could have employed her to test a new distorting methodology.] 

 

Mahood and his contact decided to see what this woman found out if they gave her the coordinates 

for Area-19.  They ran a simple long-distance test to “calibrate” her and prove to them that she was 

‘legit’.  "We asked a friend in Virginia to arrange some stuff in his house.  Whatever he chose; we didn't 

know what.  Then we told this woman his address.  She said that she saw a pile of rags with a yellow toy 

on top of it.  As it turned out, the guy had put a towel in the middle of his living room and placed a 

yellow chainsaw on it.  So that wasn't too bad. 

 

“When we gave her the coordinates for Area-19, she rattled of a lot of detailed description.  She said 

that at the end of the power line within the ring of roads, there had once been a ‘pumped photon 

apparatus’ which corresponds to the description of SDI laser technology.  She said that an explosion had 

destroyed the facility.  But later an underground building was constructed with a louvered retractable 

rood and a circular bay for a 30-ft disc.  She said that the saucer (which had been cobbled together from 

a couple of others) was powered by capacitors.  A very crude system.  Like running an airplane with a 

steam engine.  The disc was remotely controlled on very short flights without any passengers. 
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She also saw anti-aircraft emplacements and a lot of military and security guards to the south.  No 

aliens, though.  And when we gave her the coordinates for Papoose Lake, all she saw were empty 

hangers." 

 

As far as that spot was concerned, Mahood had studied an enlargement of a 1988 Soviet satellite 

photo and found no evidence of any structures or land disturbances at Papoose Lake.  "You can see all 

the roads and turnarounds very clearly right down to the 4-wheel-drive level," he said.  "The road that 

runs down the west side of the Papoose Range is very poor." 

 

Mahood's curiosity over the years extended beyond the boundaries of Area-51 to encompass the 

entire nuclear/defense landscape of the American Southwest including Los Alamos, radiation gauges of 

southern Nevada, and radar-cross-section facilities of the Mojave Desert.  To hear him tell it, though, 

that was necessary when confronting the craftiness of Black Budget puppeteers. 

 

“When I watch a magician, you know, I always look at his other hand.  The one that’s not supposed 

to be doing anything.  There’s ‘secret’.  And then there’s really secret.  If you study the Manhattan 

Project, you learn that these guys are really clever about hiding things.  The really secret facility could 

be 50 miles away on the other side of Groom Lake.  Or even in Canada.  There might be stuff so 'black' 

that it’s not even at Area-51.” 

 

 

Mark Farmer is a rugged veteran of the U.S. Coast Guard in which he’d served as a navigator, 

rescue swimmer, and photojournalist.  A resident of Alaska, he is a frequent author in military 

magazines such as Jane’s Defence Weekly.  As a lifelong “airplane head”, he’d known about Groom 

lake since the 70’s.  He even used his government audiovisual contacts to become a guide for the likes 

of Encounters, Sightings, and CNN.  One time Darlington and Farmer were leaving Tonopah.  Farmer 

proposed that they drive 150 miles southeast to Delamar dry lake where Green Flag (signal jamming, 

electronic counter-countermeasures) exercises were currently concentrated. 

 

“At the Ash Springs gas station this morning, I talked to a group of 8 guys wearing basic woodland 

camouflage -- which is what Air Force people wear.  There were 2 colonels, a couple of captains, junior 

lieutenants, and sergeants.  Two of them had Space Command patches.  But the majority was Air 

Intelligence Service.  One of them had seen a story I wrote about HAARP for Popular Science.  I told 

them that I was interested in doing an article about the use of unmanned tactical aircraft and the 

increased emphasis on intelligence-gathering capabilities -- how they’re able to synthesize a coherent 

battlespace picture.  They said ‘That’s the kind of stuff we’re working on today at Delamar.’  It’s pretty 

easy to break-the-ice with military guys as long as you show you’re knowledgeable about what they can 

do and don’t ask them something classified straight off.  It’s a matter of filling in between the lines.” 

 

When darkness fell and Darlington and Farmer were observing the clear sky with mounting 

anticipations, Farmer divulged that “I’ve seen 2 things during all the times I’ve been out here which 

could be classified as UFOs.  Everything thing else -- even the SEAD special-mission one-of-a-kind 

aircraft -- I can identify.  But one time there was a light that kept bouncing around and then just went 

away.  The other time there was a colored, floating, glowing orb --  definitely not a flare or strobe --  that 

popped up behind the jumbled mountains south of Groom Lake.  It went straight up, then started jerking 

around and wobbling up-and-down, at times making right-angled or greater than right-angled turns, then 

sitting still in a rock-hard hover.  It became distorted when it move [compare with Lazar’s dissertations].  

Part of it lagged behind the main object, then the trailing edge would catch up.  I had a Celestron 1200-

mm telescope and watched it for an hour-and-45 minutes.  It wasn’t quite round.  It was sort of 

‘squashed’ and shimmering the whole time as if it were surrounded by some kind of field.  It was 

crimson on top, blue-green on the bottom, and gold in the middle.  I have no idea what I was.” 
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“Some things like airborne ballistic lasers and ‘advanced concept technology demonstrators’ or 

ACTDs are being worked on at Groom Lake.  Then there are some 'gee-whiz' things like invisible 

aircraft.  You put an electro-chromic coating on an airplane and a sensor on the top and bottom, telling it 

whether it should like the ground from above[to fool fighters flying air superiority missions] or the blue 

sky from below[to hide it from ground-based observers and SAM sites].  There’s also pretty good 

anecdotal evidence to indicate that we’re working on a ‘null field’ cloaking device aimed at bending 

light around an object.  I have no idea how it works.  But according to the people I’ve gotten this from, 

there are no alien overtones to the program.” 

 

“Excuse me?” 

 

“I’ve gotten some indications of alien technology from other people.  Like ex-Air Force types 

who’ve seen discs or had access to areas where the stuff was being used.  There’s no evidence, though.  

No hole in-the-ground where you dig up an alien artifact.  No ‘where’s the disc?’  Information is 

basically coming in from 2 streams.  One of them is people saying: ‘I was abducted!  The aliens are 

here!’  The other is God-fearing professionals, doctors or pilots or scientists who don’t drink and aren’t 

big believers in the supernatural but still say ‘Yes, we’ve seen strange things’ or ‘Yes, we’ve recovered 

things’. 

 

“Something that looks like a disc HAS been flown around the Test Site.  There are too many stories 

from too many people who are credible and have no reason to say they’ve seen these things.  I’m about 

2/3 into Black military technology and 1/3 into the alien thing.  But the alien part is growing.  I tried to 

avoid it in the beginning; I tried to not deal with it.  I thought all these people were goofs.  But then after 

I saw some things and talked to people who I thought were credible, it all started to amount to a 

conclusion that something’s going on.  I don’t know if it’s aliens or super-secret weapons we’ve built.  

But there ARE discs … there ARE glowing orbs … there ARE wildly maneuverable craft flying around 

the skies here. 

 

"And if some of the stories are true, it’s very troubling.  It means our Government sold us out.  In 

fact, they sold out the whole Planet.  We’re nothing more than a resource extraction point for Boron – a 

colonial outpost for a bunch of aliens.  That’s unsettling; I’ve actually lost sleep over it.  It’s affected my 

friendships, and my relationship with my girlfriend.  But billions of dollars of our wealth are going 

into this stuff.  And if the aliens are here, it’s the biggest story there is!”  …  …  …  … 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  ..  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

 

if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to 

the previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this 

file's window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 

 


